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Editorial  
 

 A section of this issue is devoted to 
tributes to Nigel Rothwell. I’m grateful 
to his friend Graham who has shared the 
eulogy he gave at Nigel’s funeral, and 
many of the Straggler tributes pick up on 
things Graham spoke about. I’m also 
very pleased to have a couple of 
contributions from the earlier history of 
the club. I’ve also dug out one of Nigel’s 
many contributions to Stragmag, I’ve 

indulged myself by choosing my favourite, partly for the actual 
report, and partly because it reflects how utterly bonkers he could be 
in his selection of races. 
 
Elsewhere there’s a report on the Great North Run and the hugely 
successful River Relay, where amongst many highlights was the 
second place finish for a Straggler team. 
 
Thank you to everyone who has taken the time to send me 
contributions this month, and thanks to Dave for helping me put 
this issue together. 
 
October’s deadline is Wednesday 26th.Thank you. 
 
 

  
       Simon Webb 
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Stragglers News 
 
XC Season: Surrey League Dates  
 

75 teams took part in the 2016 River Relay, with 
the first of 13 Stragglers teams – Crispin Allen, 
Oliver Bowers, Richard Baggot, Trevor Ford and 
Sarah Winter - celebrating a 2nd place finish 
behind Trent Park RC. See captain’s report later in 
this issue. 
 

The South of England Road Relay took place on Sunday September 
25th in Bedford, with Straggler results as follows: 
 
The cross country season begins in October with the ladies at 
Nonsuch Park Sutton from 12pm and the men at Wimbledon 
Common from 2 pm. Helen and Malcolm would still like to hear from 
you if you can run so please make yourself known if you can. 
 
After a year off the Cabbage Patch 10 is back. A race with a great 
reputation, the Stragglers are once again providing marshals. 
 
Keith Haworth needs volunteers so please, if you’re available, 
contact Keith by email at keithhaworth@aol.com. 
 
Stragglers 2016 Awards Night 
 
Date:  Friday October 21st 
Location:  The Canbury Arms, 49 Canbury Park Road, Kingston, 

Surrey KT2 6LQ  
Time:  6:30 pm 
Price:  tickets including food are £15 

The club awards for the cross country and road league seasons will 
be presented by Malcolm and Helen Davies before a two course 
buffet meal. 

Menu is Coq au Vin, Dauphinoise, Seasonal Greens or Vegetarian 
Moussaka, followed by Seasonal Fruit Crumble with Cream or 
Vanilla Custard. (Guests buy own drinks). 

Tickets can be bought from Phil Davies, either in person or by 
emailing davieskut@blueyonder.co.uk. 

mailto:keithhaworth@aol.com
mailto:davieskut@blueyonder.co.uk
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Great Fire Walk and Pub Crawl 

Saturday 8th October 2016 

2 pm Start at London Bridge Tube Station, Borough High Street SEI 

1 The Bunch of 
Grapes 

St Thomas Street 

2 Olde Kings Head Kings Head Yard 
3 The George 77 Borough High Street 
4 The Globe Bedale Street 
5 Wetherspoons 8 London Bridge Street 
6 Ale and Pie House at start of London Bridge 
7 The Mug House down steps 
8 The Mudlark 4 Montague Close 
9 The Old Thameside 

Inn 
Clink Street (go past Winchester Palace 
in Pickfords Lane 

10 The Rake 14 Winchester Walk 
11 Market Porter 9 Stoney Street 
12 The Wheatsheaf Stoney Street 
13 Southwark Tavern 22 Southwark Street 
14 Katzenjammers 24 Southwark Street 
15 The Sheaf 24 Southwark Street 
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Record Turn Out for River Relay 

 
It's virtually impossible to summarise all of the highlights from the 
event, but as a starter Peter Wedderburn and helpers attracting 75 
teams has to be a massive plus. A record by some distance! Even 
better from our point of view, having 13 Stragglers teams out there, 
another record turnout was hugely satisfying.  When you consider 
the number of Stragglers also supporting or marshalling, then we 
had the best part of 20% of the membership involved on the day, 
which is some turnout and showed the club in the best possible light. 
 

In terms of individual and team 
performances, we probably have to 
start with the Straggler Hobnobs 
finishing second overall, in two hours 
45 minutes.  This was a remarkable 
achievement, improving on a Stragglers 
third place finish last year against a 
much larger field - you might even say 
international, considering we had a 
couple of teams from Wales taking 

part!  Team captain’s award for a heroic performance here goes to 
Sarah Winter, on the high-pressure ‘anchor leg’ five, not only 
holding off the opposition but moving Hobnobs up to the silver medal 
position and pushing rivals club 26.2 back into third place in the 
process, hurrah! 
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The Straggler Breakaways also managed to dip under three hours, 
finishing in ninth place overall with Sue Hall, a Straggler 
‘newcomer’ bringing the baton home in fine style.  Straggler Wagon 
Wheels featured very strong individual performances including 
Malcolm Fletcher on the old Windsor leg and Jackie Balfour and 
Maddie Garner having particularly strong performances on stages 
four and five. The most popular team biscuit when handing them 
round at the finish line appeared to be the Straggler Custard 
Creams and the team of the same name performed consistently well 
(we would particularly pick out Neil Carrington for his performance 
on the Shepperton to Hurst Park leg.  Slogging it out for 27th and 
28th position were the Thames Ditton lightning bolts and Straggler 
Jammy Dodgers (or team JD as they insisted on being called).  The 
Lightning bolts came out on top, with Stewart Rising in particular, 
starring for the Bolts on his leg. 
 
From a personal point of view the performance of team JD was 
particularly satisfying as I managed to predict their overall finishing 
time within six seconds (with the aid of my crystal ball I predicted 
the finish time of three hours 19 minutes and 28 seconds) which 
Becky Thurtell managed to beat by the aforementioned six seconds.  
I also managed to predict the Custard Creams within 30 seconds of 
their finishing time and the Hobnobs, Breakaways and Wagon 
Wheels within three minutes of their final finishing time (I'm taking 
up the national lottery next week and will have a column in the Sun 
newspaper entitled ‘Mystic Malc’ by the end of the month).  (We will 
forget about my prediction for the Bourbons which was not quite so 
accurate!).  Team Bourbon managed to hold off the Thames Ditton 
Javelins by four minutes overall, although at one point it was 
looking close.  Last, but not least, of the teams we were involved in 
was the Thames Ditton Mo Bots, or as you will note they are 
recorded in the results ‘The Mo Boys’ (Merran I don't think this is 
what you specified!). 
 
So overall, as team captains we were pleased that so many people 
took part and that everyone got round in one piece, so thank you.  
Our role was to drive around in a car checking off everyone on our 
list to ensure that there were no last-minute casualties or dropouts 
and if necessary jump out of our car ‘Clark Kent’ style and start 
running for whatever team was short of a runner.  It was supremely 
satisfying that this was not required, so thank you again for sparing 
us any angst! 
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Lastly, our reflection is that biscuits are welcome at any time and as 
Marcin suggested, we may well substitute a packet of ginger nuts for 
the baton next year. 
 
Malcolm (and Helen) Davies 
 
 

 

 
Great North Run (GNR) – Sun 11th 

September 2016 
 

 I entered this half marathon at the 
suggestion of a friend who had been 
running for less than three years, so 
I thought it would be rather 
pathetic of me to say no! 
Nonetheless, having only been 
running as part of short/Olympic 
distance du/tri-athlons for the last 
10+ years, and my last ‘Half’ being 
16 years ago, I knew it would still 
give me a good challenge. And from 
this friend’s plea came my decision 
to join The Stragglers! 

 
As most of you probably know, the course goes from central 
Newcastle (Exhibition Park, adjoining Town Moor where the 
parkrun starts) heading eastwards for 13.1 miles towards the coast 
at South Shields. This year the organisers claimed to have at least 
one entrant from every country in the world which may explain the 
event’s strapline: “The world’s favourite run”. 
  
Getting a place in the GNR is no mean feat, so my (now) two friends 
agreed that if any of us didn’t get in via ‘The Sun’ or public ballots, 
we would apply for a charity place and do mutual fundraising. And 
guess who didn’t get the ballot place? Twas me! With two parents 
suffering from dementia, it was an obvious choice: Alzheimer’s 
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Research UK, which is also parkrun’s official charity. I was offered a 
place subject to raising a minimum of £400 sponsorship.  
 
So, after a gradual build-up of training in mileage and intensity 
throughout the year, I am pleased to say we all three went to the 
start line feeling fairly prepared, and fortunately also injury-free. 
Having only done one mass-participation run before (Berlin 
marathon in 2002) with 35,000 runners, I couldn’t get my head 
round how a run with as many as 57,000 runners could possibly go 
smoothly. However, I must say that on the day, everything went like 
clockwork, and I was truly impressed by the stress-free logistics. 
We’d been sent pre-chipped race numbers in the post, and a whole 
A4 magazine including course, and start/finish area maps, plus 
timing schedules etc and I can’t think of any detail left uncovered. 
 
Following a very enjoyable pre-race pasta supper at Piccolino’s with 
Andrew Allen, Stuart and Emily from Stragglers on the Saturday 
evening, the following morning, we were greeted with a blue sunny 
sky, which was most welcome, especially as the previous couple of 
days had been rather cool and blustery.  
 
We were advised to arrive approximately 1 hour before the 10.40am 
mass start. There were 10 starting pens (excluding the men’s pros 
who set off earlier), which were indicated by various colours and 
letters. I was fortunate to be in the 5th pen (white E), which worked 
out fine for me. We were aware it would take a long time (10 mins in 
my case) to cross the start line, but my poor friend who was aiming 
for a 2:00 finish time ended up in the last pen, and it took her 40 
mins to cross the line! I was lucky to have a clear route through, 
with the odd occasion when I had to turn myself sideways and slot 
through a narrow gap between two slower runners, but not as 
frequently as I had expected.  
 

Even before the start there was 
already a good atmosphere, with 
music playing. There were crowds 
almost all the way round, and 
about five different live bands that 
really boosted the runners’ energy 
and fun levels, as well as 
supporters handing out popular 
refreshments such as jelly babies 
and orange slices. A definite  
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highlight for me was running across the Tyne Bridge, from where 
you could see Newcastle quayside and the Millennium Bridge in all 
its glory. I was also fortunate to see the Red Arrows fly past at this 
point, as well as a full display at the finish – a very impressive sight!  
 
A few runners were in fancy dress, but the majority were wearing 
charity vests, so I felt in my element, albeit disappointed that I 
wasn’t wearing my yellow Straggs top. Due to the size of the field, 
we were running mainly on dual carriageways, and when you went 
down an underpass you got the obligatory: “oggy oggy oggy” “oy oy 
oy”! By half way the temperature was building up and it was getting 
pretty hot. Just when you most needed it, the organisers had laid on 
walk-through showers with a light jet of water which was just 
enough to cool you down, but without getting soaked.  
 
As expected, the course was undulating (not hilly), but there were 
several welcome down slopes to make up for the ups. I am sure that 
Tuesday’s hill training with Stragglers in Richmond Park helped me 
cope with the multiple inclines without too much difficulty. Towards 
the end, as you came to the highest point, you got a splendid view 
down to the coast, and the cooling sea breeze was most welcome at 
this stage. 
 
As I was treating the GNR as a final training run for the Kingston 
half marathon two weeks later, I took it at an easy pace aiming for 
1:55. Having successfully preserved enough energy and breath up to 
mile 11, I felt I could push it in the final 2.1 miles, which included a 
lovely steep downhill at mile 12 which I went down like an 
overexcited child, giving me a bit more oomph for the final uphill 
before the lovely long slope down to the finish.  
 
I was pleased with a comfortable finish time of 1:51, which 
apparently was only 2 mins slower than Tania Farah! Needless to 
say, husband Mo, won the race in a mere 1:00:04 (shame about the 4 
seconds!), having been given a fair run for his money by the 
American athlete, Dathan Ritzenhein. 
 
Along the route there were Duracell-branded pacers wearing pink 
bunny ears which were well visible. However, with so many different 
starting pens, the target times only made sense by following the 
pacer from the beginning. There was no way of knowing others’ 
exact chip start time, as the colour/letter of their starting pen on 
their race number was only a mere indication.  
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The finish area was in a very pleasant spacious grassy spot with 
South Shields beach clearly visible in the near distance. Just after 
crossing the line we were given our finisher’s medals, and goodie bag 
containing a souvenir T shirt, foil blanket, and various 
freebies/vouchers from the event sponsors. Official photographers 
were also taking optional shots of finishers in front of a branded 
backdrop board. 
 

Once gathered with my friends, 
and a visit to the charity tent 
(never seen such a large charity 
village!) we started to dream of a 
well-earned lunch, so hunted out 
some noodles from one of the food 
vans, feeling elated from a good 
morning’s work, with over £1,300 
sponsorship raised, and running 
‘job done’! No complaints except: 
“where were the fish and chips at 

the finish?” 
 
This was a great weekend, in a nice city with a very well-organised 
race. Next year’s event will take place on Sun 10th September 2017. 
So if you are interested you can sign up to receive the reminder alert 
notifying you when the ballot opens at: 
http://www.greatrun.org/great-north-run  
 
Becky Thurtell 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 
 

  

 

http://www.greatrun.org/great-north-run
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Nigel Rothwell Eulogy  

 
 
The funeral for Nigel took place on Tuesday September 6. It included 
the following eulogy given by his best friend Graham and he has 
kindly allowed us to print it here for anyone who couldn’t attend, or 
those who did and would like to read it again. 

It is an honour and a blessing to pay tribute to Nigel and it was so 
nice to see so many of his friends and family.  For those of you who 
do not know me, my name is Graeme Scandrett-Smith and I am one 
of Nigel's oldest and best friends. It is with great sadness that I 
stand in front of you today to celebrate the life of my best friend.  
Nigel has been taken away from us way too soon and it is hard to 
understand why such a tragic thing like this happened to such a 
good person.  However, Nigel would not want us to dwell on this, so 
let's celebrate his life and remember the positive impact that he had 
on all of us and let's try to carry forward his positivity and spirit. 

I first met Nigel when we were about 11 years old, sitting on the 
Caddy's bench at Coombe Wood Golf Club and ever since he has 
been my most loyal friend and best man. We couldn't have looked 
more different back then.  Nigel was tall, lanky and had long head 
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bangers hair (and I didn't) and loved bands like Hawkwind, 
Meatloaf, Iron Maiden and particularly Marillion. After several gigs 
at the Hammersmith Odeon Nigel eventually persuaded me to like 
them too. 

We both got our first proper school job at Bejams Freezer foods in 
Kingston. Here Nigel started to demonstrate his spectacular dislike 
for boring and mundane jobs, and consequently got the sack for 
charging by mistake some poor lady £1000 for a £10 turkey. 
Fortunately, they never found out that we used to also play football 
with the frozen chickens in the cold store. 

Nigel tried turning his hand to the Civil Service but again he was 
remarkably rubbish at that. Fortunately for the Government he 
eventually found his vocation in life at Kew Gardens which he 
absolutely loved, especially working in the Fern House. For years I 
used to joke with him that he was just an expert on bracken. 

Nigel and I were both in the Venture Scouts in New Malden and this 
led to his life-long love of everything outdoors, especially if it 
involved anything to do with mountains. We used to love wild 
camping and climbing trips around Snowdonia, The Lakes and the 
Grampians. Wild camping in the middle of winter up at Ben Nevis 
was memorable for one occasion when Nigel fell through the snow 
into a stream and got frost bite. We used up a week’s worth of fuel in 
a few hours to warm up before we could walk out.  Even then he just 
carried on regardless despite having a black toe. 

Nigel was always a clumsy oaf and I forget the number of times he 
broke a toe, or a finger or his shoulder usually through falling off his 
bike or tripping over. Whilst in the Venture Scouts I remember we 
took part in an emergency evacuation exercise at Heathrow Airport 
and we were deemed to be non-injured passengers.  So on evacuation 
from the plane we were meant to just walk off.  Not content with this 
Nigel at 6ft 2 stands up, smacks his head on the overhead 
compartment and ends up with concussion, a cracked vertebrae and 
gets stretchered off for real. 

Nigel and I always wanted to climb higher mountains and being up 
for a challenge we decide to trek up Mount Kilimanjaro.  This was 
probably the best and hardest week I ever spent with Nigel. I am 
certain that our strong friendship, his determination and his 
encouragement got us both to the top when at times it would have 
been so easy to have given up - especially when we both started 
hallucinating on the summit crater and the guide had buggered off. 
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Standing on the top of Africa at nearly 6000 metres with Nigel is 
something I will never forget. 

Nigel and I also shared a love for running and when we were about 
14/15 we entered our first race, on a whim the Chessington 10k – 
Nigel wearing at the time his obligatory white Status Quo boots and 
me in my Dunlop greenflash. Both of us ended up with blisters to die 
for but his love of running was born. 

To Nigel running wasn't just a solo activity and since 1986 he has 
been heavily involved with The Stragglers Running Club, or as some 
might like to call them a drinking club that likes to run. I know that 
they were like a second family to him. Nigel loved being cross 
country captain, being involved with the organising committee and 
especially loved organising team events like the Welsh Castles 
relays. 

Nigel in particular wanted to say a big thank you to Peter Colwill at 
Stragglers for taking forward the pancreatic cancer charity 
fundraising he had started.   

Nigel was also involved in the 26.2 Running Club and I know he 
wanted to thank everyone there, especially for helping make the 
Rothwell Relays a success. 

Even at Kew Gardens Nigel got people involved in running by 
organising the Round the Houses races which were always popular. 

In 2007 Nigel said to me this free thing called parkrun was being set 
up in Kingston and he was getting involved. I said to him free, no 
that will never last for very long.  Typical of Nigel he wasn't content 
with just running the 5k’s he got involved in the core volunteer team 
and became a run director at Kingston. 

Nigel volunteered 320 times in probably every role under the sun, 
from photographer, lead bike to run director.  If it weren't for his 
amazing selfless dedication in helping to organise a parkrun for 
others to take part in Nigel would almost certainly have been 
wearing a 500 t-shirt by now.  Nigel was always the first to 
demonstrate the real community spirit of parkrun and I know that 
his enthusiasm will have rubbed off on many people here.  

 

About 3 years ago Nigel said to me ‘I'm bored with doing marathons’ 
- I hoped he was going to say shall we take up golf.  However, never 
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the one to take the easy option he said let's go and do an Ultra 
marathon. Being his best mate I could hardly say no. 

We did our first Ultra - the 68 mile Hadrian’s Wall race - and I will 
never forget the emotion we shared finishing that race on 
Newcastle’s millennium bridge.  That started Nigel's passion for 
Ultras and he will be a real loss to the ultra-running community. 

My son Ben always thought of Nigel as James Bond because of his 
love of gadgets.  He may not have looked like Daniel Craig but every 
time he came to see us in Nottingham there would be a new phone, 
GPS, watch, camera or tablet to play with. 

When my daughter Evie first started to talk she couldn't pronounce 
the word Nigel so for years she always called him Angel. Angels are 
often described as people who possess high qualities of goodness, 
purity, selflessness, intelligence and beauty and that to me sums up 
Nigel in one word. 

 

Run in peace Nige. 

 

Graeme Scandrett-Smith 

 

Nigel Rothwell: Relays, JOGLE and 
the Loch Ness Marathon 

Nigel was at every race, meeting and piss-up I ever went to with 
Stragglers.  He was always there, either running or taking photos or 
sometimes even both.  He was always there at committees, and his 
inputs were always positive, gentle, sensible and right.  It takes a 
special kind of madness to turn up to Lloyd Park on a January 
afternoon, but it took Nigel’s special brand of madness to do so even 
when injured, just to support and take pictures.  We all share that 
wonderful lung-bursting, life-affirming joy of running, and Nigel felt 
it more than most. 

He was especially keen on relays – he was a Green Belt Relay double 
stage winner and won the overall race with Stragglers in 1996, and 
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when I took on the role as race director 3 years ago, he was at every 
single late-night planning meeting.  He was even more bonkers 
about the Welsh Castles relay, and had the habit of bringing all his 
own camping stuff too and staying out on the course somewhere.  He 
once turned up at the Committee with a typically barmy idea for a 
sort of pop-up August relay along the towpath; we pondered about 
the name (the River Relay was already taken!) and I suggested the 
Rothwell Relays – it just felt right and immediately stuck.  I’m glad 
we called it that. 

He was also a fiercely quick runner.  He was notoriously terrible at 
pacing marathons (I am grateful to him for making my own bad 
pacing seem quite sensible in comparison), and he was a big lad too, 
but on shorter distances he had real power; we did a track day in 
about 2006 and I came second at almost every distance to Nigel.  It 
seemed a bit mad when he turned his attention to ultras, but he 
turned out to be quite good at those. 

I was lucky enough to be on his team for the JOGLE relay in 2011, 
along with Dave and Ingrid.  Nigel’s speciality was most of the really 
tough climbs, and the steeper it got, the more he loved it; the picture 
of him cheering triumphantly as he crested the Kirkstone Pass at 
6:30am after we’d been running all night captures it nicely.   He and 
I then followed it up by spending a brilliant weekend in Inverness 
the following year.  The aim was to do the Loch Ness Marathon, but 
actually the best bit turned out to be the Inverness Parkrun the day 
before; we agreed we would jog it slowly, but that wasn’t really 
Nigel’s style, was it?   He sprinted off like a madman and came 
second overall, then we ate cake with the other runners all morning 
and ended up going out for whiskies and deep-fried haggis with some 
of them later on.  His marathon the next day perhaps suffered, but 
hey – you’ve got to enjoy these things when you get the chance, 
because who knows what might happen? 

I’ll miss Nigel and I’ll think about him every time I do the parkrun 
with my dog (who was oddly devoted to Nigel).  One day I’d like to 
see the West Highland Way again and picture his look of complete 
happiness at the end of his JOGLE leg on that one, and perhaps 
raise a nice glass of Dalmore to the bravest, barmiest, kindest man I 
ever met. 

Peter Kennedy 
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Nigel Rothwell - Further Memories 
It is hard to put into words how 
integral Nigel was to the 
Stragglers; perhaps the best way I 
can put it is how much he will be 
missed at any event that the club 
is involved in.  It will appear 
strange for a long time that he is 
no longer with us.  

He was a dedicated member of the 
club for many years and many 
people will be able to instantly recall doing events with him, be it 
distance races, relays, Summer Leagues, or cross-countries.  Nigel 
was always there, setting the standard, and supporting other 
members. 

He loved X-country, and I think perhaps of all the events he ever 
took part in, I will remember Nigel most for some of the epic runs he 
had on such courses as Parliament Hill and the Nationals.  They 
were always great team events, and Nigel was a key member.  He 
also attended all club social occasions, and always enjoyed a pint at 
such events as Beating Bushy Bounds and the Christmas pub crawl. 

Nigel was a great sport and a battler until the end, and although he 
will be sorely missed, he leaves us all with some great memories. 

Nick Brown 

 

So sorry to hear of Nigel's demise. I attach a photo of him taken in 
summer 1988 on the Stragglers’ Bognor to Brighton sponsored walk 
(organised, I think, by John Barrow). Nigel can be seen wearing 
stockings and suspenders (second on right) - it was very hot - my 
memory is that John was dressed as a WPC!  I recall that 
Littlehampton locals greeted Nigel particularly well as we walked 
past the railway station! – Nick Baxter 
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‘One of the Cosy Tours coach trips, possibly The Potteries Marathon, 
Gosport half or Hogs Back. Also in the photo, far right, is David Tew 
who sadly died some years ago. David introduced Phil Davies to The 
Stragglers. The female is Wendy Miller; I think it might be her 
brother next to her but not 100 percent sure.’ (Thanks to Colin Pen 
for sending this photo.) 
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Hell on the Humber Race Report: 
16th August 2014 

I first heard about this race last year, from a Facebook post by Jo 
Kilkenny and thought that sounds interesting; there is some great 
banter on the HOTH Facebook page about the race. 

So what is Hell on the Humber? Put simply it's a race where you run 
back and forth across the Humber Bridge for 12hrs from 7pm to 
7am! Reactions I got when saying that I'd entered ranged from the 
incredulous to fits of hysterics! The long version of the race rules is 
that it is a 12 hr (there is also a 24hr, 6hr and 3-person relay) race 
where you run over the Humber Bridge round a cone at the end and 
back again, a total distance of 4miles, to be considered a finisher you 
must run until 6am and complete at least 1 bridge traverse every 
3hours, the winner is the person who completes the most number of 
traverses in the time, the records are 76miles for the men and 70 
miles for the ladies. No i-Pods are allowed and the race organiser is 
always right! 

So what makes the Humber Bridge so special? It opened on 24th 
June 1981and spans the Humber estuary at Hessle near Kingston 
upon Hull. When Built it was the longest single span suspension 
bridge in the world, it has since been relegated to 7th. The centre 
span is 1,410m/4,626ft long; it has a total length of 2,220m/7,283ft 
and is held up by 44,000miles of cable. It remains the longest 
suspension bridge you can cross by foot or bicycle. 

On the weekend of the race I travelled up to Hull on the Friday, 
staying in Hull central Travel Lodge, checking out on the Sunday. 
Although I knew that I would be spending the whole of Saturday 
night and Sunday morning on the bridge checking out on Sunday 
meant that after the race I could get a shower and some rest before 
getting the train back to London. I was up early Saturday morning 
as I couldn't resist getting a parkrun in while I was up there. There 
are 3 to choose from in Hull, I got the train out to Humber Bridge 
parkrun as it was near to the start of that night’s race and sounded 
good. It turned out to be an excellent choice, 3 undulating laps round 
a wooded nature reserve in the Humber Bridge Country Park, I 
came 15th in a time of 23ish min, a tad faster than I'd intended but 
got a bit carried away! I then went and checked out the start finish 
area for HOTH at the bridge visitor centre car park before heading 
back to the hotel for some breakfast and a rest. There was a rail 
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replacement bus service from the station and I was the only 
passenger! After lazing about in my Hotel room watching the 
European athletics I headed back out to the race at around 4pm to 
find there was still a bus replacement service on the train, I was still 
the only passenger and the bus driver asked me if I knew the way! 
Luckily another driver, who was just finishing his shift, agreed to 
get on and direct her. 

I got to the start, set up my tent with my gear and food for the night 
and went and registered. At about 5pm we had an entertaining 
briefing from the race   director including the statement “a lead bike 
will take you out on the 1st lap and if you can't find your way after 
that, I really can’t help you, if you go wrong you'll either get very wet 
or run over!”  

The race started promptly at 7. We ran up the road from the car 
park under the bridge around onto the east side walkway past the 
north tower then the south tower, down the ramp at the other end, 
round the cone and back again. As usual I went out way too fast and 
soon realised that most of the people I was running with were relay 
runners! There were all sorts of people doing the race, some running 
and some walking, including one amazing guy who was doing the 
24hr carrying 12stone in weighted vests! The race settled down into 
a routine of run a lap, dive into the tent to have some food and drink, 
then back out again, briefly acknowledging and chatting to familiar 
faces as you went past. I soon got into a rhythm of checking off land 
marks, North tower, South tower, round the cone, south tower, dead 
pigeon's wing! (I first noticed this on the 2nd or 3rd lap and soon got 
fixated on seeing it as an indicator to where I was!) North tower, 
finish cone, shout out number to record a lap, tent then back out 
again. The bridge surface is a solid steel walkway with a thin 
covering of tarmac, which proved to be a horribly unforgiving surface 
to run on and my feet started to ache after a while, I changed shoes 
at about 11pm but it didn't really help so I just soldiered on. After a 
while the early fast pace I'd set started to take its toll and about 1am 
I started walking the up bits at either end of the bridge and jogging 
the bridge bit.  

At around 4am I started to feel a bit cold in the wind so I put my 
coat on, that proved to be the right choice as on the lap after that, 
about 5am and half way across a curtain of rain swept in. It tipped it 
down for almost the rest of the race. One thing I'd been looking 
forward to was seeing the sunrise but with the cloud and rain I 
thought I was going to miss it, then for a brief moment the red orb of 
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the sun just poked its way through a break in the cloud, a glorious 
and very welcome sight.  

It became apparent that my target of 60miles was fast disappearing; 
I was alternating between wanting to get as many laps as possible 
and just wanting it to be over! I must confess at about 5:30am I 
decided to just walk the last lap to eke it out a bit so I wouldn't have 
enough time to try and get another lap in before 7am! I finished with 
a flourish though, running in to the finish from the north tower and 
crossing the line at 6:35 to a handshake from the race director. I 
managed 13 laps, 52miles, 2 laps short of my target. The winner did 
72miles. After checking in with the timing crew to verify my laps I 
wandered over to the burger van, handed over my number for a free 
bacon & mushroom roll and coffee. I then went and sorted my stuff 
out before the race presentation, picking up my finishers t-shirt and 
heading off to get the train back into Hull. I got to the station about 
8:30 to find that the 1st train was at 11 so I headed off in search of a 
bus! Luckily I got on a bus about an hour later and got back to the 
hotel in time for a shower and a bit of a rest before getting the train 
home. To add to my travelling woes of the weekend I got to Vauxhall 
station Just as the Oval was kicking out so rather than fight my way 
onto a train with a load of drunken cricket fans I headed back to the 
tube and took the long way home! 

Nigel Rothwell 
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Bacchus Marathon: Running in 
Tribute to Nigel 
 

I started the month of September with the knowledge that Nigel’s 
funeral was less than a week away. I had already decided to run the 
Bacchus marathon on September 11th in support of Pancreatic 
cancer UK with Nigel’s blessing. The fancy dress theme is a must for 
this event as it is held on Denby’s wine estate and the aid stations 
offer glasses of wine alongside water. Most of the half marathoners 
choose to drink plenty of alcohol, enjoy the day by having a party 
whilst walking round the course in fancy dress attire. I have always 
chosen to wear a costume over the full marathon distance, (2 laps), 
enjoy the banter and try to get round without indulging in alcohol!! 

Nigel’s funeral was a celebration of life. A life that, although short, 
was fulfilled with so much packed into each and every one of those 
precious 50yrs. I had only met Nigel 3 years ago with the Stragglers 
but became instantly attracted to his wit and banter. He would have 
made a good firefighter!!! I will never forget talking to him about 
ultra-running which encouraged me to get involved. Also I had 
several runs with him, once as his crew whilst he ran a leg of the 
Norfolk relay and urged him on during his leg of the Welsh castles.  

The last marathon he ran was the 
March 2016 Thames meander along 
The Thames towpath. I was privileged 
to have run this one and encouraged 
him along to the finish. His courage 
endeared me to him as he was battling 
the cancer which had caused him to 
become a diabetic and during the race 
was stopping to inject insulin. He still 
managed a 4.30hr time. I was, and 
always will be, in awe of this man’s 
courage. The photo I had taken at the 
end with him will remain a cherished 
image of my running days.  
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The outfit I had chosen to wear this 
year was a Lego brick suit, a colourful 
wig and to honour Nigel, his sister 
kindly allowed me to wear the 
pancreatic cancer UK running vest 
that belonged to Nigel. It was warm at 
the start and became significantly 
hotter as the sun broke through 
around midday and it reached 26 

degrees C. 

The course was mainly trail and wound around a wine estate, the 
Surrey hills and parts of the North Downs Way. Undulating, it had 
over 2000ft of climb and although I’ve run it 3 times now I have 
never managed a sub 4hr time. This year being my slowest attempt 
at 4.31hrs. This was partly due to my attempt at the Nuts challenge 
the week before where I took a heavy fall on my chest. I was winded, 
bruised but didn’t realise until much later, 2 days after running the 
Bath `two tunnels’ marathon on Sunday 18th Sept, that I’d fractured 
a rib!! Maybe some of Nigel’s courage has rubbed off on me or was it 
just my stupidity!!! 

It was a wonderful day, made significantly poignant as the shirt was 
emblazoned with Nigel across the front and everyone was 
encouraging Nigel to run and applauding the costume. I know Nigel 
would have found this hilarious!! I managed to raise over my target 
of 300 pounds for PCUK which had been helped by a generous 
donation from Nigel’s brother. 

I would like to add that 3 days before the funeral I was to become a 
Grandad for the first time as my son and his wife brought a bundle 
of joy into the world and named her Florence Evelyn Colwill. A 
month premature, she was incubated for a few days prior to being 
healthy enough for freedom!! Two days before the Bacchus Marathon 
I met my Granddaughter for the first time at her home in 
Maidstone. Another very precious moment in one’s life. 

September has seen a celebration of a life, celebrating a birth and 
becoming a grandad, running a marathon for Nigel, running a sub 4 
hr at Bath. 

The Stragglers running club is a great community and although a lot 
of my runs are done solo I do enjoy the team outings such as the 
cross country and trips away such as the Welsh castles. Next month 
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sees several of us take a weekend trip to run the Snowdonia 
marathon with Phil Davies: can’t wait. 

 

Peter Colwill 
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Future Races 
October 

• Sun 9: Second Sunday 5 Miles: Wimbledon Common 
 

• Sat 15: Ladies Surrey League XC race 1: Nonsuch Park 
 

• Sat 15: Men’s Surrey League XC race 1: Wimbledon Common 
 

• Sun 16: Cabbage Patch 10 
 

• Sat 22: Surrey Masters Cross Country – men and ladies: 
Richmond Park 
 

• Sun 23: Fleet 10k 
 

• Sun 30: River Thames Half Marathon 
 

• Sun 30: 28th Ron Hill Surrey Classic – Race 1 Oxshott 10k 
 

November 

• Sat 5: Priory Relays: Reigate Priory 
• Sun 6: 28th Ron Hill Surrey Classic – race 2 Nonsuch Park 
• Sat 12: Ladies Surrey League XC race 2: Farthing Down, 

Coulsdon 
• Sat 12: Men’s Surrey League XC race 2: Epsom Downs 
• Sun 13: Second Sunday 5 miles: Wimbledon Common 

 

December 

• Sun 11: Second Sunday 5 miles: Wimbledon Common 
• Sun 18: 28th Ron Hill Surrey Classic – race 3 Horton Park 
• Mon 26: Cabbage Patch 4 
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Nigel Rothwell  
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 


